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INtnoouctroN
The hexagonal mineral swedenborgite was first described by
Aminoffl in 1924 as a sodium aluminum antimonate, with the folIowing properties: colorless to light yellow, hardness about 8,
axial ratio c/a:I.6309, definite basal cleavage.Later Aminofi and
Blix2 reported the substance to contain beryllium instead of aluminum, its formula being NaBeaSbOT.They also suggestedseveral
possible atomic arrangements, based on their r-ray examination.
Our interest in the structure of antimonic acid and the antimonatesshad led us in the meantime to procure specimensof the
mineral and begin its study with r-rays. Using the stochastic
method,a we formulated an atomic arrangement and tested it by
a comparison of observed and calculated intensities of reflection.
The structure found for swedenborgite, and described in the following pages, is identical with one of those suggestedby Aminoff
and Blix. Because of the ambiguity of their reurlts, the different
nature of our investigation and theirs, and the interesting type of
structure found, we believe it worth while to present the following
brief account of our work.
We are indebted to Professor Charles Palache of Harvard University for providing us with excellent crystals of swedenborgite,
and to Dr. J. Shermanfor assistancewith the intensity calculations.
TUB UNrr ol SrnucruRE AND Spacn Gnoup
Data from oscillation photographs of the K radiation of molybdenum led to the values ao: 5.47 A and co: 8.92 A for the edgesof
the hexagonal unit of structure, in approximate agreement with
the values of Aminoff and Blix, ao:5.42 A and co:8.80 A. l|ttis
unit was found to be compatible with all reflections observed on
several completely indexed Laue photographs.
1 G. Aminoff,Z. Kryst.,vol.60,p. 262,7924.

2 G . A m i n o f f a n d R . B l i x , K g l . S o .V e t . H . , v o l l l , p .
3,1933.
3 L. Pauling, -Iour. Amer. Chem. Soc.,vol.55, p. 1895,
1933.
a See,for example, L. Pauling, Z. Kryst.
vol. 84, p.442,1933, for a previous application of this method of crystal-structure investigation (to zunyite, AluSioOzo
(oH, F)18C1).
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(The ratio cnfas agreeswith the axial ratio obtained from goniometric measurements.Aminofi reported c/a:1.6309, from 36
measurementsof the angle (10 1)(10 1). We found the value
2 7 " 5 8 ' 1 7 ' * 1 2 " l o r t h e a n g l e ( 1 0 0 ) ( 1 0 1 ) , a s t h e a v e r a g eo f 3 6
measurements;this leads to the axial rutio cf a:1.6308+0.0003.)
A Laue photograph prepared with the incident beam parallel
to [0001] was found to show a six-fold axis and six planes of symmetry. The point-group symmetry of the crystal is hence D36,
Cu,, Du, or Dor'. Of these, Co" is indicated to be correct by Aminoff
and Blix's description of one crystal of pronounced hemimorphic
face development.
Of the four space groups Co'l to C6,4, two (Co'2 and C6'3) are
eliminated by numerous observed reflections of the type (110 Z)
with Z odd. The fact that no reflections of the type (HH'Z) with
Z odd were observed indicates very strongly that the correct space
group is Cu" (or, if the evidencefor hemimorphy is not conclusive,
possibly D31aor D65a).
FonlturnrroN

oF PossrBre Arourc AnneNcnuBNrs

In formulating possible atomic arrangements we make the following assumptions, based on the rules governing the structure of
complex ionic crystalss (swedenborgitebeing consideredto contain
bonds with sufficient ionic character to make theserules applicable).
We shall for convenienceuse the word ions in referring to the atoms
in the crystal, without signifiying that the bonds are all of the extreme ionic type.
1. Each antimony ion is surrounded by six oxygen ions arranged
at the corners of an approximately regular octahedron,s the antimony-oxygen distance being about 2.0 A (sum of ionic radiiG
2 . 0 2A , s u m o f c o v a l e n tr a d i i ?2 . 1 0A ) .
2. Each beryllium ion is surrounded by four oxygen ions arranged at the corners of an approximately reg-ular tetrahedron,
the beryllium-oxygen distance being about 1.65 A, as in BeO.
3. Each sodium ion is surrounded by six to twelve oxygen ions,
at distancesgreater than 2.35 A.
4. The electrostatic valence rule is satisfied, each oxygen ion
being held by electrostatic bonds with total bond strength 2.
5 L. Pauling, J. Am. Chem.Soc., vol. 51, p. 1010, 1929.
6 L . P a u l i n g ,J . A m . C h e n . S o c . ,v o l . 4 9 , p . 7 6 5 , 1 9 2 7 .
7 L. Pauling and M. L. Huggins, Z. Kryst., vol. 87, p.205,1934. The octahedral
than the tetrahedral
radius of antimony, 1.44 A, is assumed to bt6/oagreater
radius.
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5. Other factors being equal, the polyhedra will avoid sharing
facesand edges.
The strength of a bond from antimony (Sbs+)to each of its six
coordinated oxygens (which we shall call Orr or Onr) is 5/6. The
strength of a beryllium bond is f. Hence each of these oxygen ions
is required by the electrostatic valence rule to be common to one
antimony octahedron and two beryllium tetrahedra (5/6+2X+
:l5/6),
t h e r e m a i n i n gl / 6 b e i n g m a d e u p b y s o d i u m b o n d s .
The seventh oxygen ion of the formula NaBe+SbOz,which we
shall call 01, is not bonded to antimony. It is accordinglycommon
to four beryllium tetrahedra, thus satisfying the electrostatic
valencerule (4X+- 2)
Our first problem is to construct a suitable framework of octahedra and tetrahedra. We have seenthat this will contain groups of
four tetrahedra, which have no shared edges.Such a group can be
basedon a cubic close-packedarrangement of twelve O11'sand 0111's
about the central Or, as illustrated by the group of four tetrahedra
shownin Figure 1o,or on a hexagonalclose-packedarrangement,as
shown in Figure 1b.

Frc 1a
Frc. 1b
Frc. 1. Groups of four tetrahedra with a common corner, the twelve outer
corners being arranged around the central one (a) as in cubic close packing and (b)
as in hexagonal close packing.

It is seen that the antimony octahedra lie in the same layers as
the upper tetrahedra of the groups of four shown in Figure 1; for
if they were in the layers below, they would share edges with the
tetrahedra. A layer of octahedraat positionsrequired by the value
of oo is shown in Figure 2.Each of the upper cornersof octahedra
is to serve as a top corner for an upper tetrahedron. The only way
in which this can be achievedis shown in Figure 2a. LIso each of the
lower corners is to serve as top corner for two of the lower tetrahedra. This can be achievedwithout sharingedgesin only one way,
shown in Figure 26.
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Frc.2b

Frc.2a

Frc. 2. Layers of polyhedra in swedenborgite. The same layer of octahedra is
shown in 2a and 2b; in 2a tlne tetrahedra in the same layer are drawn, and in 2b
the tetrahedra in the layer directly below. It is seen that the groups of four tetrahedra are of the type shown in Figure 1o, corresponding to cubic close packing.

We thus have been led to a certain sequenceof atom planes'
which may be described as follows. Let us designatespositions of
upper octahedron corners by,4, Iower corners by C, and octahedron centers by B, using these symbols also for unoccupied closepacked positions.The sequenceof atom planesdeterminedaboveis
3Orl at -4
Sb at B, Ber at C
1Or and 3Orr at C

tt'
,orrr'i?t
It is seen that oxygen atoms Or and Orr are surrounded by other
oxygen atoms in the way corresponding to cubic close packing.
In addition, we know that the upper octahedron corners are to
serve as lower corners for the next higher layer of tetrahedra.
However, this does not fix the positions of these tetrahedra, for
their upper corners can occupy either positions C or positions B,
the first alternative corresponding to hexagonal close-packing of
oxygen atoms about Orrr and the second to cubic close-packing.
8 This convenient nomenclature for close-packed layers can be defined by the
V:O; B, X:l/3,
use of hexagonal coordinates in a plane as follows: A, X:0,
Y:2/3, andC,X:2/3, Y:I/3.
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Corresponding to these alternatives we obtain two distinct but
very closely related structures, represented by the following
schemes.
Hnxacorvel srRUcruRE
Na, 3 Om at,4
Sbat B, Berat C
01, 3 O11at C
3BelatB
Na,3 OuratB

T
Co

I

Culrc stpucrunn
Na,3 Om at,4
Sb at B, Berat C
Or,3On at C
3BenatB
Na, 3 Orn at B

1

U

I

Co

J

R
etc.

J

The first of these structures repeats after two layers, and so
leads to a unit of the size observed for swedenborgite. It is the
structure of swedenborgite. This structure is based on double
hexagonal close-packing of oxygen ions, first found in brookitee
and topaz.r0Of the sixteen close-packedpositions in the unit, only
fourteen are occupied by oxygens; we place sodium ions in the
other two, thus giving sodium the coordination number 12. The
structure has the symmetry of spacegroup C6,a,and the predicted
values of o6 and co (based on the assumed interatomic distances)
agree perfectly with the observed values. These facts, together
with the agreement with general structural principles, provide
strong support for the structure. Further verification is given by
the agreement of observed and calculated *-ray intensities, discussed in the following section.
The second structure repeats after three layers, and, indeed, has
cubic symmetry rather than hexagonal symmetry. From the standpoint of crystal chemistry this structure is not inferior to the other
for the compound NaBerSbOz,and we predict that cubic crystals
of this substance may be discovered, for which the face-centered
unit of structure, containing 4 NaBerSbOz,will have ao:7.72 L.
9L. PaulingandJ. H. Sturdivant,
Z. Kryst.,vol.68,p 239,1928.

r0 L. Pauling, Proc. Nat. Acod..Sci., vol. 14, p. 603, 1928.
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VBnrlrcarroN oF THE Srnucrunn
In terms of the equivalent positions of space group C6'4,
2o: O0u,00tr1-u;
2 b :! ! u , ? i i * u ;
6c: u il ts,2drl,r, u 2u tt,
,itu i|-a,2u u l!t:,,n 2aila;
(for regular polyhedra) can be dearrangement
the ideal atomic
follows:
scribed as
2 S b a t 2 b ,u : 0 ;
2 N a a t 2 b ,u : ! ;
2Bet at2o,u:i;
2 O r a t 2 a ,u : l ;
6 Berr at $6,xa:1,t1:f616 Orr at 6c,u:tr, o:&,
6 Orrr at $6,q:f,, t:1.
We have calculated intensities of reflection for a large number of
planes on the basis of this arrangement, using the customary bathmethod formula
l'coszZo
-ffi
rqr.r,: Constan,
| Fnr.r,l2,
with Fst.r:f J ie"i(Hni+ Iy i+ Lzi)
the sum being taken over all atoms in the unit. Pauling-Sherman
/-valuesll were used, and the temperature factor omitted, the error
due to this omission being small for such a hard crystal' The results
of the calculation are given in Table 1, for comparison with the
observed intensity values on oscillation photographs. The photographs were made with the K-radiation of molybdenum filtered
through zirconia, with 30o oscillation about [11 0] through various
angular regions. Estimates of intensity values were made by the
visual comparison of fiIms prepared under identical conditions
except for changed time of exposure.The Ott correction was made
for reflections not in the equator.
It is seen that the agreement is satisfactory, providing strong
evidence that the suggestedstructure is correct. Further evidence
is given by the fact that the ideal arrangement requires that no
reflectionsof the type !+

integral, Z odd occur. None such

was observed on the phot'ographs."
11L. Pauling and
J. Sherman, Z. Kryst., vol. 81, p. l,1932.
12Several reflections apparently of this type were observed on one series of photo'
graphs; it was then found that these were due to reflections from a twinned crystaWe have not determined the type of twinning involved.
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The number of parameters is so great that it is not practicable
to attempt to determine deviations from the ideal values.
Our intensity data agree with those of Aminoff and Blix, so far
as they overlap. Our structure is identical with one of those suggested by them, and found by them to be compatible with their
data.
Tasr,B 1
Celcur,erno

lNn OssBnltn lNtrr.rsrrrns or X-n.lv RnllecrroN
lon SwnonNsoncrte
Intensily

HI .L
1 1. 0
22.0
3 3' 0
44.0
5 5. 0
22.2
33.2
44.2
5 5. 2
JJ.+

44.4
5 5. 4
.33'6
M-6
5 5. 6
44.8
55 .E

M.t0
40'1
5 0 .1
40.3
50.3
505
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50'0

Calculated

Intensity

Observed

50

50

s2
4.8
8.0

45
5
6

lq

,,

7.8
4.9
1.8

10
5
2.5

r.6
3.2
0.4
r.3

3
5
0.5
2

,(

L

2.2
1.1
2.9
1.2

2
2
3
2

1n1
L.t

I

5.4
5.6
8.3
1.8
21
16.0
2. 6

8
7
I
5
4
23
4.5

r7.r

18.0

0.9
0.9

0
0

HI .L
20.2
30.2
40'2
50.2
ffi2

2to
2t2
3 1. 0
.tl .r

3t.2
JI

J

32.1
32.2
32.3
32'4

4r.2

4 1. 4
42.1
42.2
42-3
42'+
42'5
426
4 2' 7
43-4
435
436
4 3. 7
4 3. 8

Calculated

20
IJ

Observed

36
18

.1.J

1.1
25
5.1
+.t

2.5
6.0
2.0
/.o
4.0
t.4
J ..J

0.5
6.6
3.6
34
1.5
2l
1.0
3.8
2.2
l ,

0.6
1.8
06
IJ

0.8

n

4
5
4
3
10
3
10
6
7
9
5
3
z

4
r..)
5.0
z
I
1

05
1.5
0.5

Their other structures are of types which we eliminated early in
our processof formulating a structure becauseof conflict with the
assumed structural characteristics.
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Descnrprrou ol rHE Srnucrunr
The structure of swedenborgiteis shown in Figure 3. Its general
nature has been discussedin the processof its formulation.
Each beryllium ion is surrounded by four oxygen ions at tetrahedron corners, the Be-O distance (for ideal parameter values)
being 1.67 A. Each antimony ion is surrounded by six oxygen ions
at octahedron corners. It seemsprobable, in view of the predicted

Frc. 3. A portion of the structure of swedenborgite, showing the antimony
octahedra, the groups of four beryllium tetrahedra, and the sodium ions (represented by spheres). The oxygen and sodium ions together form a double hexagonal
close-packed aggregate.

values 2.02-2.10A for the Sb-O distance, that there is some distortion of the structure, increasing the Sb-O distance somewhat
above the value 1.93 A cortespottding to the ideal parameter
values, and decreasingthe Be-O distance to about 1.65 A, as in
beryllium oxide.
Each sodium ion is surrounded by twelve oxygen io^nsat about
2.7 A, a value compatible with the radius sum 2.35 A in view of
the large coordination number.
Each Or is reached by four beryllium bonds, of strength !, and
each Orr and Orrr by one antimony bond (5/6), two beryllium bonds
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(]), and two sodium bonds (1/12), the electrostaticvalence rule
thus being exactly satisfied.
The crystal provides an excellent type of structure for a complex ionic substance,illustrating most of the general rules for such
structures, as discussedin an earlier section. The substance can
be considered as a basic antimonate (salt of the acid HzSbOo)of
sodium and beryllium. It bears an interesting relation to basic
beryllium acetate,l3BeaO(CH3COO)o;
in the moleculesof this substance there occur four beryllium tetrahedra with one common
corner, the twelve remaining corners being occupied by carboxyl
oxygens, whereas in swedenborgite these twelve corners are occupied by oxygen atoms common to two tetrahedra (in difierent
groups) and one antimonate octahedron. The chemical formula of
swedenborgite might well be written as NaBe4OSbO6.
The vertical columns of tetrahedra (one of which is shown in
Figure 3) form an jnteresting feature of the structure. It might be
expected that these would cause the crystal to show prismatic
cleavage.A simple considerationlaof the number of bonds broken
by cleavage along various planes shows, however, that basal
cleavage is to be expected, in agreement with observation. The
very strong antimony bonds will resist rupture, and the sodium
bonds can be neglected. Cleavage along (00.1) requires three
beryllium bonds to be broken per unit rhomb, with area f Soo'/Z
:25.8 42, or 0.116 bond per At, *hereas for (10 0) there are four
bonds per 24.4L' or 0.164 pet A', and for (11 0) eight bonds per
423 L' or 0.189 per A'.
JUMMARY

The hexagonal unit of swedenborgite, containing 2NaBerSbOz,
has os: 5.47 L and cs:8.92 L. The atomic arrangement,in terms
of the equivalent positions of space group C6,a,is the following:
2 S b a t 2 b ,u : O ;
2Na at2bu
, :E;
2Ber
2 Or
6 Berr
6 Orr

at2o,u:]t'
a t 2 a ,u : t ;
at 65, 6:1, tt:f6;
at 6c, u:+, r:*;

13
L.pauring r. ,n",1,,1",'
p.34o,1e34.
,ili,t.;-:;,":':-io, uor.20,
""u discussion of cleavage of aluminosilicate
1aFor the similar
crystals see L. Pauling, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.,vol. 16,p.453, 1930, and M. D. Shappell, Dissertati.on,
California Institute of Technology, 1933.
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The crystal contains octahedral SbO6groups, and groups of four
beryllium tetrahedra with one corner common to all four, the other
corners being shared with tetrahedra of other groups and with
antimony octahedra. The large oxygen and sodium ions are arranged in double hexagonal close packing.

